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1. Introduction. Let A � fa1; . . . ; an; a
ÿ1
1 ; . . . ; aÿ1n g and iteration of A denoted by

A? to be the set of words in A (including the empty word). Let S�A?; then the
growth function of the set S is the function ÿ(l)=number of words in S of length l.
For m� n let ~a=(ai1,. . .,aim), where ik2{1,. . .,n} are di�erent; then the relative growth
function with respect to ~a is the function ÿ~a(l,l1,. . .,lm)=number of words in S of
length l+l1+� � �+lm having (for each k) lk total occurrences of aik and aik

ÿ1. Then,
the growth series of S and the relative growth series of S with respect to ~a are
the functions

�S; t� �
X1
l�0

ÿ�l�tl

and

~a�S; t; ti1 ; . . . ; tim � �
X1

l;l1;...;lm�0
ÿ~a�l; l1; . . . ; lm�tltl1i1 � � � tlmim;

respectively. The set S or variables t,ti1,. . .,tim will be omitted when understood.
Thus, we will sometimes write g~a(S) or g~a(t,ti1, . . . ,tim) instead of ~a�S; t; ti1 ; . . . ; tim ).
Clearly, �t� � ~a�t; . . . ; t�. Let

1! N! Fn !� G! 1

be a presentation for the group G, where Fn=ha1,. . .,ani is the free group. Also let
W(k) be the set of freely reduced words w in Fn having length k and representing the
identity of G. The function �(k)=jW(k)j is called the cogrowth function for this
presentation (it is also the growth function of N), and the function

��t� �
X1
j�0

�� j �t j

is called the cogrowth series of the presentation. Let

��k� �
Xk
j�0

�� j � and � � lim
k!1

��k�1=k:

Then � is called the cogrowth (or cogrowth exponent) of the presentation. By a result
of Cohen [1] and Grigorchuk [2] a group G is amenable if and only if �=2nÿ1. Since
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1/� is equal to the radius of convergence of the cogrowth series, which is determined
by the critical point of the cogrowth series having smallest absolute value, the
cogrowth series gives a way to determine whether a group is amenable, although in
most cases this is not the most convenient way. The cogrowth and the cogrowth
series were studied in [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10].

In this paper, we present a way of calculating the cogrowth series of free
products of ®nite and free groups. We explicitly calculate the cogrowth series
of the presentations D1 � hx; yjx2 � y2 � idi, PSL2 � hx; yjx2� y3 � idi, and
�x1; . . . ; xnjxk1; . . . ; xkni for k=2,3 (see Section 3). In some other cases, we use the
discriminant to calculate the cogrowth.

The return generating function (see [8]) for a group can be de®ned in the same
way as the cogrowth series if we take the presentation

1! N! Nn! G! 1;

where Nn is the free monoid on A. A similar result for those functions was obtained
by Gregory Quenell [8].

2. The method. Since the cogrowth series of the presentation of G is the same as
the growth series of the set W=

S
k2ZW(k), we need to ®nd the growth series of W.

Let B and C be alphabets, and let x2C, X�B?, Y�C?. De®ne the operation of sub-
stitution of the set X for the letter x in every word of the set Y by

Yjx�X � fw1�
"1
1 w2�

"2
2 . . .wnjn 2 Z; �1; . . . ; �nÿ1 2 X;w � w1x

"1w2x
"2 . . .wn 2 Yg;

where "i=�1 and �ÿ1=bl
ÿ1. . .b1

ÿ1 if �=b1. . .bl, where the bi's are in the alphabet
of X (if xÿ1 is present in a word of Y then we assume that for every letter b in the
alphabet of X, the letter bÿ1 is in the alphabet of X as well). Multiple substitutions
are de®ned by

Yj�x1�X1;...;xm�Xm� � �. . . �Yjx1�X1
�j . . .�jxm�Xm

;

where Xi�B, i=1,. . .,m. Let P(X) denote the power set of X.If w2(A[{xj�1}j2M)?,
where M is a set of indices, then we will let I(w)�M denote the set of all indices i
such that xi or xi

ÿ1 is a letter of w.
The method we use is as follows.

1. We ®nd a collection of sets Si, i=0,1,2,. . ., where Si�Si+l�A? (for all i) and
partition each Si into substets Si

j, j2M={1,. . .,m} (where S j
i�S j

i�1 for all i and
j), so that the following 2 conditions are satis®ed.

2. We suppose that we have a function

f : M! P��A
G
fx�1j jj 2Mg�?�;

where x1,. . .,xm are letters not in A, such that
(a) f generates Si+1 from Si in the following sense:

f � j �j�x1�S1
i
;...;xm�Sm

i
� � Sj

i�1; for all i � 0 and j 2M:
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(b) f is 1-to-1 as explained further. Denote
S1

i�0 S
j
i by S j. Then this property

can be described as follows: a word in f � j �j�x1�S1;...;xm�Sm� can be obtained
from only one word w 2 f (j) by substituting a word from Sj for every xj;
also, there is only one combination of these words from Sj which gives the
original word. Formally, the property can be written as follows. Suppose
we have words

w � w1xj1w2xj2 . . .wlÿ1xjlÿ1wl 2 f � j �;

w0 � w01xj01w
0
2xj02 . . .w0l0ÿ1xjl0ÿ1w

0
l 2 f � j �;

where wi, wi
02A?, and �� 2

S1
i�0 S

j1
i for all a2I(w), �0� 2

S1
i�0 S

j0�
i for all a2I(w0).

Suppose we also have

w1�j1w2 . . . �jlwl � w01�
0
j0
1
w02 . . . �0j0

l0
w0l0 :

Then

�w;w1; �j1;w2; . . . ; �jl ;wl� � �w0;w01; �0j0
l
;w02; . . . ; �0j0

l0
;w0l�

as ordered sequences. For simplicity, the letter x (with indices) will be reserved for
substitution variables, as in the above.

3. We suppose that we can calculate the growth series of W from the growth
series of the S j � S1i�0 S j

i:

Then we can calculate the cogrowth series of the presentation using the following
result:

Theorem 1. In the situation described above f induces the following system of
functional equations on the series j=(S j), j2M:

1 � f ?1�1; . . . ; m�
..
. ..

. ..
.

m � f ?m�1; . . . ; m�

8><>: �1�

where fj
? is the operator induced by f(j): if g1(t),. . .,gm(t) are functions, then

f ?j �g1�t�; . . . ; gm�t�� � �x1;...;xm�� f � j �; t; g1�t�; . . . ; gm�t��:

Proof. By the generating property 2(a) of f we have:

f � j �j�x1�S1
i
;...;xm�Sm

i
� � S j

i�1 for all j 2M:

Hence,

f � j �j�x1�S1;...;xm�Sm� � S j for all j 2M;

and so,
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� f � j �j�x1�S1;...;xm�Sm�� � j:

The result follows from the equality

� f � j �j�x1�S1;...;xm�Sm�� � �x1;...;xm�� f � j �; t; 1; . . . ; m�:

The last equality is obtained by repeatedly applying the following result.

Lemma 1. Let X be a set of words in some alphabet containing x, let Y be another
set of words, and let Z � Xjx�Y. Suppose that if w � w1xw2x . . .wn1�1, w0 � w01
xw02x . . .w0n2�1 2 X and �1; . . . ; �n1,�

0
1,. . .,�0n22Y, with

w1�1w2�2 . . .wn1�1 � w01�
0
1w
0
2�
0
2 . . .w0n1�1

then

�w; �1; . . . ; �n1� � �w0; �01; . . . ; �0n2�

(this is a reformulation of the 1-to-1 property). Then

�Z; t� � x�X; t; �Y; t��:

Proof. We have:

Z � Xjx�Y � fwjx�Yjw 2 Xg �
G
w2X
fwgjx�Y:

The union is disjoint because of the given property of words in Z. Hence,

�Z� �
X
w2X

�fwgjx�Y�: �2�

Letw=b1xb2x. . .blÿ1xbl2X, where bi 6�x are in the alphabet ofX or empty words. Then

fwgjx�X � fb1�1b2 . . . �lblj8i�i 2 Yg �
G

��1;...;�l�2Y�...�Y
fb1�1b2 . . . �lblg:

Again, the union is disjoint because of the given property of words in Z. Hence,

�fwg�jx�Y� �
X

��1;...;�l�2Y�...�Y
�fb1�1b2 . . . �lbl�1g�

�
X
�12Y

X
�22Y

. . .
X
�l2Y

�fb1g��f�1g� . . . �f�lg��fbl�1g�

� �fb1b2 . . . bl�1g�
X
�2Y

�f�g�
 !l

� �fb1b2 . . . bl�1g� l�Y� � x�fb1x b2 . . . xbl�1g; t; �Y��:
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The last inequality is true since

x�fb1xb2 . . . xbl�1g; t; x� � �fb1b2 . . . bl�1g; t�xl:

Substituting the above expression for ({w}jx=Y) into (2), we obtain

�Z; t� �
X

b1xb2...xbl2X
�fb1xb2 . . . xblgjx�Y; t�

�
X

b1xb2...xbl2X
x�fb1xb2 . . . xblg; t; �Y��

� x
G

b1xb2...xbl2X
fb1xb2 . . . xblg; t; �Y�

 !
� x�X; t; �Y��:

This proves the lemma and concludes the proof of Theorem 1.

Remark. The following three statements can be useful.

1. The solution of the system of equations (1) can be considered as a ®xed point
of the operator F:

g1

..

.

gm

0B@
1CA! f ?1�g1; . . . ; gm�

..

.

f ?m�g1; . . . ; gm�

0B@
1CA:

2. The system of equations (1) can be considered as iterative: as can be easily seen
from the above proof, if we take as a beginning approximation j � 0, and
substitute it in the right hand side of (1), then we get (S0). Substituting in
(S0) gives (S1), and so on.

3. In general a system of functional equations can have more than one solution,
but as the previous consideration shows, there exists a unique solution with
Maclaurin series having the free coe�cient 0.

In the presentation described in Section 1, ai
�1, i=1,. . .,n are called generators.

A word in the generators is called a relator if it represents the identity element of G
under the map  : A?!G induced by the epimorphism �: Fn!G. An element of W is
called a freely reduced relator. A freely reduced relator is called simple if it is not a
concatenation of 2 or more non-trivial ( 6� id) relators.

The following statement is obvious.

Lemma 2. Every relator � is a product of simple relators �1,. . .,�k. Furthermore,
the correspondence �$(�1,. . .,uk), k�0 between relators and ordered ®nite sets of
simple relators is a bijection.

3. Cogrowth series of ®nite groups.
Theorem 2. Let G={g1,. . .,gN} be a ®nite group, g1=id, and P=ha1,. . .,anjRi be

a presentation of G. Then the relative cogrowth of P with respect to ~a=(a1,. . .,an) is
�~a�P� �

P
k;" 

"
g1k � 1, where the "g1k are determined by the following system of linear

equations in the variables "�k, where �2G; k=1,. . .,n; "=� (here ~"="1)
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"�k � �
X
k0 6�k
"0

"
0

���ak�ÿ ~";k0 � "���ak�ÿ ~";k � ���ak�
~"

� �ak

8>>>><>>>>:

9>>>>=>>>>;
�;k;"

:

In particular the relative cogrowth of P is a rational function.

Proof. In this proof all growth series are assumed to be relative growth series
with respect to ~a. The result will follow from Theorem 1. Thus we follow the steps of
the method of Section 2.

1. De®ne Si to be the set of non-empty freely reduced words in A? (where
A � fa�11 ; . . . ; a�1n g as in Section 1) of length �i+1. Partition each Si into S�k"i

where �2G; 1�k�n; "=�1. Here S�k"i is de®ned as the set of words w2Si such
that  (w)=�, and ak

~" (where ~"="1) is the last letter of w. Obviously,
S�k"i � S�k"i�1.

2. We de®ne

f ��; k; "� �
[
k0 6�k
"0

fx�bÿ ~"
k
;k0;"0a

~"
kg

0BBBB@
1CCCCA
[
fx�bÿ ~"

k
;k;"a

~"
kg

[
if ��b ~"

k

fa ~"
kg;

where bk=�(ak). Since the right hand side represents the di�erent ways that a
word of length i+1 which represents �2G can be obtained from a word of
length i, properties 2(a) and 2(b), required by the method, are satis®ed.

3. Since W � [k;" [1i�0 S g1k"
i [ fidg, the formula for u follows.

Theorem 1 gives the stated system, where "�k � ~a�S�k"� (as in Section 2,
S�k" � [1i�0S�k"i �.

4. The in®nite cyclic group in the presentation P01=ha,bjbi. The cogrowth of this
presentation has been calculated using a completely di�erent technique in [3]. How-
ever, we will need the relative cogrowth with respect to (a, b). De®ne the height h(w)
of a relator w in P01 inductively as follows: if w=w1. . .wk, where wi's are simple
relators then h(w)=max{h(wi)ji=1,. . .,k}; if w is a simple relator then w=b�1 or
w=a"w0aÿ", where "=�1. In the ®rst case we de®ne h(w)=1, and in the second case
we de®ne h(w)=h(w0)+1. Now we follow the method of Section 2.

1. De®ne Si to be the set of simple relators beginning with a of height not more
than i+2. Further subdivision of Si will not be necessary.

2. In this case, f is a function from a one point set. Identify f with the image of
this point. Let W1 be the set of non-empty words in b�1 and x, in which x
doesn't follow itself and b" doesn't follow bÿ" ("=�1). De®ne f to be the set of
words in a�1, b�1, and x such that every word w has the form aw1a

ÿ1, where
w12W1. Then property 2(a) is obvious and 2(b) follows from Lemma 2.

3. By Lemma 2, W � Xjx�[iSi
, where X is the set of words in b�1, x�1 in which x"

doesn't follow itself, and b" doesn't follow bÿ" ("=�1). It is easy to see that
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(x,b)(X)=�(x,b)(P11), where P11 is the presentation of the identity group
hx,bjx,bi. Hence, using Lemma 1 and the results of Section 3, we have

�x;b��X; t; x; b� � 1� bxÿ bÿ x

1ÿ �3bx� b� x�
and

�a;b��W; t; a; b� � �x;b��X; t; �a;b��[iSi; t; a; b�; b�:

In the above equations, we used x, a, and b as letters of the alphabet in the sub-
scripts of  and as variable names otherwise. Whenever it does not cause confusion,
such usage allows faster recognition of the variable that corresponds to a given letter
of the alphabet.

Finally
f? � �a;b;x��f� � a2�x;b��W1�;

and calculating :=(x,b)(W1) similarly to (x,b)(P11), we get the system:

 � �b � ÿb � �x ;
�b � ��x � �b � 1�b;
ÿb � ��x � ÿb � 1�b;
�x � ��b � ÿb � 1�x:

8>><>>:
Solving this system and applying Theorem 1, we get the following equation on
:=(a,b)([iSi):

 � a2
2b� 3b � 
1ÿ �2 � 1�b :

Solving this equation (using also the fact that  should have Maclaurin series with
®rst coe�cient 0) and substituting the result in the function obtained at step 3, after
simpli®cations, we get

�a;b��P01� � �b� 1�
�������������
1ÿ a2
p������������������������������������������������������������������������1� aÿ b� 3ab��1ÿ aÿ bÿ 3ab�p :

5. Free product of ®nite and free groups. Suppose we have a free product of ®nite
and free groups G in the presentation P=P1*. . .*Pn, where Pj=(aj1,. . .,ajnjjRj),
j=1,. . .,n0; are presentations of ®nite groups, and Pj=haj1i, j=n0+1,. . .,n are pre-
sentations of free groups on one generator. Also assume that the generators of dif-
ferent Pj's are distinct. Then we can identify any element of Pj with its image in P
(Prop. 4.1 in [5]). Let w be a simple relator in this presentation. The following pro-
cedure de®nes the 0'th level of w:

1. Include the ®rst letter of w in the 0'th level and let w=b1w1; where b1 is a gen-
erator, w1 is a word. Let j be such that b12Pj.

2. If we have w=b1�1b2. . .�lÿ1bl (l�1), where b1,. . .,bl are generators included in
the 0'th level, then we are done.
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3. If we have w=b1�1b2. . .�lÿ1blwl (l�1), where b1,. . .,bl are generators included
in the 0'th level, and wl6�id, then let �l be the shortest initial subword of wl

(possibly empty) which is a relator, with the property that the generator bl+l

which follows it is in Pj (where j has been ®xed in the ®rst step). Note, that �l
exists since w is a simple relator (see Exercise 1 of 4.1 in [5]). Thus, we have
w=b1�1. . .ulbl+1wl+1 for some word wl+l (possibly empty). Include bl+l in the
0'th level and repeat beginning with step 2.

This process will stop because the length of each wl is at least 1 less than the
length of wlÿ1. De®ne the 0'th level of a relator w to be the union of the 0'th levels of
the simple relators of which w is the concatenation.

Now we can state the inductive de®nition of the level of a relator as follows.
The empty word is a word of level-1. The non-empty relator w=b1�1. . .blÿ1�lÿ1bl,
where b1,. . .,bl are letters that form the 0'th level is said to be of level i if the max-
imum level of the uj's is iÿ1.

To calculate the cogrowth series of the presentation P, we follow the steps of the
method of Section 2:

Step 1. De®ne Si
j, i�0, j=1,. . .,n to be the set of non-empty freely reduced rela-

tors of level not more than i, the 0'th level of which forms a relator in Pj. De®ne
Si � tnj�1Sj

i; i � 0. Obviously, Si�Si+1 and Si
j�Si+1

j for all i and j. Later in the sec-
tion we will need the following result.

Lemma 3. Any relator r in P can be uniquely written as a concatenation r1. . .rl of
relators satisfying

(i) the 0'th level of each ri forms a relator in Pj for some j=j(i) and
(ii) j(i)6�j(i+1).

Proof. We have, r=s1. . .sp for some simple relators sk. Let r1=s1. . .sl, where
s1,. . .,sl form a relator in one of the Pj's, and l is such that sl+162Pj for that j. The
result follows by induction on p.

Step 2. De®ne f(j) to be the set of non-empty freely reduced words in
aj1
�1,. . .,a�1jnj

, x1,. . .,xjÃ,. . .,xn such that the following three conditions (�) are satis®ed:
(i) neither xi nor xi

ÿ1 follows itself (for i=1,. . .,n),
(ii) if we remove all the xi's, we get a relator in Pj; and
(iii) let w0 be any initial subword having last letter xi, and let w00 be the result of

removing all the xi's from w0. Then w00 is not a relator in Pj.

We claim that the function f de®ned above is the f referred to in Section 2. We
need to cheek the two properties of f.

(a) Suppose we have w � b1wlb2w2 . . . bl 2 Sj
i�1, where b1; . . . ; bl form the 0'th

level of w. Let j be such that b1,. . .,bl2Pj. Then it follows from the procedure
of ®nding the 0'th level that wk, k=1,. . .,lÿ1 are products of simple relators
the 0'th level of which is not in Pj and of level not more then i. Hence,

w 2 f � j �j�x1�S1
i
;...;xn�Sn

i
�:

On the other hand suppose w was obtained from some word
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y � b1y1b2y2 . . . bl 2 f � j �

(where yk's are some words in xk's) by the substitutions (xk=Si
k)k. Then it is of level

not more than i+1 and b1,. . .,bl still form the 0'th level of w. Hence w 2 S j
i�1 and the

property

f � j �jx1�S1
i
;...;xn�Sn

i
� S j

i�1

is proven.
(b) If we have w1�11. . .=w01�011. . .as in 2(b) of the method, then the 0'th level of

w1�1. . . is equal to the 0'th level of w01�01. . .. This means that

�w1; �11 . . . �1n1 ;w2; . . .� � �w01; �011 . . . �01n0
1
;w02; . . .�:

Applying Lemma 3 for �k1 . . . �knk=�0k1. . .�0kn0k, we get

��k1; . . . ; �knk � � ��0k1; . . . ; �0kn0
k
�:

Thus the one to one property is satis®ed.

Step 3. By Lemma 3, W � Xj�x1�S1;...;xn�Sn�, where X is the set of words in
x1,. . .,xn, such that xi doesn't follow itself (X includes the empty word). Hence, by
Lemma 1, we get

�W� � ~x�X���[iS1
i �; . . . ; �[iSn

i ��:

To calculate  ~x(X), we again use the method of Section 3. By a proof analogous to
the one in Section 3, we get that  ~x(X)= ~n, where ~n is determined by the following
linear system on ~n, 1,. . .,n:

~n � x1 � � � � � xn ;
x1 � � ~n ÿ x1 � 1�x1;

:
:

:
:

:
:

xn � � ~n ÿ xn � 1�xn:

8>><>>:
Now, we need to calculate the induced functions. Recall that f (j) consists of freely
reduced words in a�1j1 ; . . . ; a�1jnj

, x1,. . ., bxj,. . .,xn such that conditions (*) are satis®ed.
Consider words in f (j) in the following way: we have the set of relators of Pj; then, in
each relator of Pj, we insert words in x1,. . ., bxj,. . .,xn such that no xi follows itself, so
that the relator is freely reduced and conditions (*) are still satis®ed. The relative
growth of non-empty words which we insert can be calculated as in step 3, and is
~nÿ1 � ~nÿ1�x1; . . . ;bxj; . . . ; xn�. After that, in the case 1�j�n0 we follow the reason-
ing of Section 3, inducting on the total number of a�1ji 's instead of length. It is easy
to derive the following system of linear equations in the variables "�k, where
�2Gj;k=1,. . .,nj;k

0=1,. . .,nj;", "
0=� (use ~"="1):
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"�k �
P

k0 6�k
"0
"
0
�aÿ ~"

jk
;k0 � "�aÿ ~"

jk
;k

� �
� ~nÿ1 � 1�ajk � ÿ"�aÿ ~"

jk
;k0

~nÿ1ajk

� �
�6�a ~"

jk
;k;"

"
a ~"
jk

� P
k0 6�k
"0
"
0

id;k0 � "id;k � 1
� �

ajk

8>><>>:
with

f?j �x1; . . . ; xn� � ~x� f � j �� �
X
";k

"id;kj�aj1�t;...;ajn�t�:

In the case n0+1�j�n, we use the ideas of Section 4: we look on the relative growth
series of the freely reduced words in a�1j1 , y satisfying the conditions (*), where y
stands for words in xi's. Since there is no yÿ1, and y shall not follow itself the system
from Section 4 will be changed to (changing all a's to aj1's and b's to y's)

 � �y � �x ;
�y � ��x � 1�y;
�x � ��y � 1�x:

8<:
Also, since the level 0 shall be a relator in Pj,

�aj1;y��W� � z�X�jz��aj1 ;y� �[iSi�;

where X={zkjk2Z\{0}} with gz(X)=2z/(1ÿz). Thus, we ®nally get

f?j �
y�1ÿ t2� ÿ

����������������������������������������������
�1ÿ t2��1ÿ �t� 2ty�2�

q
ÿ1� t2 � y� 3t2y

ÿ 1

0@ 1Aj�y� ~nÿ1�x1;...;bxj;...;xn�� :

Remark. The method gives n rational equations; (the equations induced by f(j),
j>n0 can be easily rewritten in rational form as well). However, if we have some
Pj=Pj0, then the corresponding equations will be the same, so we can eliminate all
but one of them. Also, the equation for Pj=haj1jaj1i is j=t. So, we can eliminate it
as well. Furthermore, if one of the presentations of the ®nite groups is not repeated,
we will have an equation j=F(1,. . .,bj,. . .,n), and, we can use it for substitution.
Finally, by clearing denominators, we can make the equations polynomial.

6. Examples.

Example 1. Let Pj=hajja2ji; i.e. we have the presentation P=
ha1,. . .,anja12,. . .,a2ni. In this case, all the induced equations are the same, and so we
need to solve only one equation with one variable =1=. . .=n.

The induced function will be

f?�x; . . . ; x� � 2
�1� 2 ~nÿ1�t2

1ÿ �1� 2 ~nÿ1�t2 ;
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where

~nÿ1 � ~nÿ1�x; . . . ; x� � �nÿ 1�x
1ÿ �nÿ 2�x :

The equation given by Theorem 1 will be (after simpli®cation)

�nt2 � nÿ 2�2 � �2nt2 � t2 ÿ 1� � 2t2 � 0:

Solving this equation and choosing the solution with the correct Maclaurin series,
we get

 �
1ÿ �2n� 1�t2 ÿ

����������������������������������������������������������
1ÿ 2�6nÿ 7�t2 � �2nÿ 1�2t4

q
2�nÿ 2� nt2� :

Finally, using the fact that the cogrowth series is ~n(1,. . .,n), we get

� �
�2ÿ n���2nÿ 1�t� 1� � n

���������������������������������������������������������
1ÿ 2�6nÿ 7�t2 � �2nÿ 1�2t

q
2�1ÿ �2nÿ 1�2t2� :

For the case n=2, we have the in®nite dihedral group with

��D1� �
���������������
1ÿ t2

1ÿ 9t2

r
;

which is amenable. Analysing the singular points of the cogrowth series when n>2,
we ®nd that the cogrowth of this presentation is��������������������������������������������������������

6nÿ 7ÿ 4
�������������������������������
�2nÿ 3��nÿ 1�

pq
;

and thus, the group is not amenable.

Example 2. Let Pj=hajjaj3i, and n>1; i.e. we have the presentation P=
ha1,. . .,anja13,. . .,an

3i. In this case we see that the induced function is

f ?�x; . . . ; x� � 2� ~nÿ1 � �1� 2 ~nÿ1�t�t2
1ÿ � ~nÿ1t� ~nÿ1t2 � �1� 2 ~nÿ1�t3�

and all the rest is quite similar to the previous example. We get that the cogrowth
series of P is
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� � ÿ�1� t���nÿ 2� � nt� �nÿ 2��2nÿ 1�t2 ÿ n
���������
R�t�p �

2�1ÿ �2nÿ 1�t��1� nt� �2nÿ 1�t2� ;

where R�t� � 1ÿ 2t� �7ÿ 4n�t2 ÿ 2�2nÿ 1�t3 � �2nÿ 1�2t4;

the cogrowth is

1� 2
��������������
2nÿ 2
p ÿ

����������������������������
4
��������������
2nÿ 2
p ÿ 3

p
2�2nÿ 1�

and thus, the group is not amenable.

Example 3. Let n=2, P1=haja2i, P2=hbjb3i; i.e. we have the presentation
P=ha,bja2,b3i, which is a presentation of the projective special linear group
PSL2(Z). In this case the cogrowth series is

� � �t� 1��9t5 ÿ 3t4 � 8t3 ÿ t2 � tÿ �6t2 ÿ t� 2� ���������
R�t�p �

2�3tÿ 1��3t2 � 1��3t2 � 3t� 1��3t2 ÿ t� 1� ;

where R�t� � 81t8 ÿ 54t7 � 9t6 ÿ 18t5 ÿ 8t4 ÿ 6t3 � t2 ÿ 2t� 1:

The cogrowth is 1/r&2.924984549, where r is the root of R(t) which is closest to
.3418821478. The group is not amenable.

Example 4. Let again n=2, P1=haji and P2=hbjb2i; i.e. we have the presenta-
tion P=ha,bjb2i. In this case after simpli®cation, we will have the following equation
for the growth series  of freely reduced relators the 0'th level of which is a word in a,
aÿ1:

8t4 � �ÿ2� 4t2 � 30t4� � �ÿ1� 33t4 � 8t2�2 � 2t2�5t2 � 3�3 � 0:

It is possible to solve this equation in square and cubic roots, but the solution is too
long to be written here. Nevertheless, it is relatively simple to ®nd the cogrowth as
follows. We know that the cogrowth is 1/r, where r is the smallest by absolute value
singular point of , since the cogrowth of P is equal to the growth of the freely
reduced relators having the 0'th level consisting of letters a and aÿ1. We know that
the singular points of a solution of a polynomial equation are among the roots of
the discriminant. Also, we have that the cogrowth of P shall be in the interval
� ���3p ; 3�, since the cogrowth of a presentation having 2n generators is in the interval
� ��������������2nÿ 1
p

; 2nÿ 1� (see [1]), and the corresponding singular point will be positive
(since we have series with positive coe�cients). The above identi®es the cogrowth as
1/r&2.668565567, where r is the root of

729t12 � 2430t10 ÿ 945t8 ÿ 1052t6 ÿ 105t4 � 30t2 � 1

closest to .3747331572. This constant also was calculated in [1].

Example 5. Let us consider how the cogrowth of the presentations
Pk=hx,yjx2,yki behaves when k increases. If we calculate the cogrowth of Pk as in
the Example 4, we will get
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�2 � 3:00000000000000; �12 � 2:67569761213378;
�3 � 2:92498454967618; �13 � 2:67334760233820;
�4 � 2:84166308599088; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
�5 � 2:78382043885166; �20 � 2:66883920237601;
�6 � 2:74550209084132; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
�7 � 2:72015120914404; �30 � 2:66856981326703;
�8 � 2:70326872061827; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
�9 � 2:69195078417217; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
�10 � 2:68432683301238; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
�11 � 2:67917768540835; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
�12 � 2:67569761213378; �1 � 2:66856556650517;

where �k is the cogrowth of Pk. As one can see, �k is approaching �1, when k!1.
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